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CxrmmERs WITH Cu!roms
cYLINDm
By Ii.J. Hoff and Bert= Win
Stresses were celcnilatedby a numerical method in three reinforced
monocoque cylinders sub~ectid to pure bending. The cylinders were of
circular cross section and were reInforcedwith 8 rings and either 8 or
16 strtngers. T%ers was a cutout on one side of each cyllnder located
symnetrfcally to the neutrel plans and extending over 45°, 90°, or 135°.
Satisfactory agreenent was found between stresses celc-ted and those
measured in part IV in the pzwsezztseries of investigations.
. INTRODUC’MOIT
. In analytical inve~tigatims the reinforced monocoque cylinder Is
almost invariably asswned to be of constant section and reinforced with
evenly spaced stringers end rings of constant eross+mctional properties.
b reality, actti airplane etructurws often kve opedmgs for aoors,
windows, and so forth, and are re~orced locslly near pd.zts of appli-
cation of concentrated loads. It is believed that the stress problem
of such mxmniform structures is best appz”oachedby n-rical. mthods.
In a series of investigations c~tia out at the Polytechnic
Institute of Broo13.ynAercmauticsl laboratories an effort was -de to
apply Southwell*s relexetion mthod (reference 1) to the calcdat ion
of the stresses in reinforced monocoque structures. Procedures were
developed for reinforced flat and curved sheets (references 2 and 3)
as WSU as for fuselage frames (references4 and 5). Finally, numeriml
mthods were used to dete~ the stresses in a reinforced monocoque
cyMnder having a synmtric cutout on the compression side (reference 6).
The results obtained were in satisfactory agreemeti with eqwr~mmts
cszried out earlier, which saw described.in reference 7. The present
report deals with the yroblem of the stress dlstribution in a reinforced
. monocoque cylinder having a S5de cutout and subjected to pun+ bending.
The results of the celculatims ere ccqered with the eqeriments
described.in reference 8.
.
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Tn the first step of the procedure the structure is divided into
elements, and the elastic properties of the elemants are determined.s
In the present problem a sheet panel with its borderjng segments of
stringers and rings was chosen as the elemmt of the reinforced mon~
coque cylinder. When the loads are applied to the cylinder, the corners
of the panels undergo, in general, &Lsplacemnts tn arbitrary directions.
For the purposes .ofthis calculation the displacenmrts are resolved into
axial (in the direction of the axis of the cylinder), tangential (In the
direction of the tangent to the ring), amd radial components (in the
direction of the radius of the ring). At the same tim, the corners
are, in general, rotated about axes of arbitrary direction, and this
rotation is resolved.into rotations about the axialy tangentisl, and
radial directims .
h the so-oalled unit problem it is ass-d that the four corners
of the panel are rigidly clamped to som imaginary rigid body to prevent
both displacement end rotation. Then the clemps are released at one
corner to permit displace-nt or rotation in one direction only, and a
displacement (or rotation) of unit magnitude is undertaken in that
particular direction. Neti the reaction forces and momnts caused by
the displacement (or rotation) undertaken are calculated for all the
four corners.
After ell the unit problems of the structure are solved, the results
are combined In what are termd the “operati~ tables.” These tables are .
a systematic presentation of the reactions at all the corner points corre-
sponding to unit displacements of the corner points. It is then required
to find a combination of all the dlsplacenmnt (and rotation) components .
corresponding to zero resultant force end moment at each corner point at
which no external load is applied and to force end moment resultants
equal end opposite to the loads at ths points of application of the
edxmnal loads. According to Southwell*s suggestion,this combination
of displacements is found by systematic step+y+tep approximateions.
At the Polytechnic Institute of BrooWyn Aeronautical Laboratories such
solutions by step4y+tep approximateions have been established for
reinforced panel problems (references 2 and 3), but when the s*=
approach was tried for the case of monocoque cylinders havhg symmtrlc
cnrb-outsand sub~cted to pure bending, the number of steps needed
becam almost prohibitive. On the other hand, the solution by matz”ix
~thcds of the system of linear squations represented by the oprations
tables together with the applied loads was possible with a reasonable
expenditure of work.
W the present report, the displace?mnts are calculated from the
operations tables by mmns of a slightly modified version of Croutcs
~thod of Solvtng =tr?Lx equationsl (See reference 9.) The number of
unknowns is 34, 36, and 30 in the ease of the cylinders having 45°, 90°, .
and 1350 cutouts, respectively. The numrical part of the work was
carried out on semiaukmat ic electric cslculating machines, and 10 digits
were kept throughout the Calculations. As an approxhmte rule, it maY
.
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be stated that matrices of the kind encountered in this ~ork csn be
solved by en e~rienced calculator at the rate of 2 hours for each
.
unknown quantity. This estimate dces not allow for mistakes.
Once the displace~nts are known, the stresses can he easily cslc~
lated vith the aid of the solutions of the unit problems and elementwy
considerateions. Complete numerical calculations were carried out for
three cylinders of the experimental.series described in reference 8.
Satisfactory agreemmt was found between theory and e~rim9nt, as may
be seen from ths comparison shown in the figures of the present report.
The authors aclamwledge their indebtedness to Mr. Bruno A. Boley for
his help in the theoretical aspects of the problem and to Mr. John G. Pulos,
who took @ ti the cslculathns . The work was osm?ied out under the
sponsorship snd with the finsncisl assistance of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. .
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SYMBOIS
distance between ad~aoent rings
cross+ectional exea of stringer augmented by its
effective width of curved sheet
uadrants of operations tablerings of cylinder or q
YOU43*s modulus
shear modulus
length of ring se~nt between adjacent strin~rs
exhmnsUy applied bending mo~nt acting on cylfider
ring influence coefficient
bending momnt acting in @lane of ring
torque acting on rigid end ring
radius of monocoque cylinder
ring influence ccefficlents
radial shear force sacting in
thiclmess of sheet covering
ring tifluence ccmfi’icients
plme of ring
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tangential force acting in plane of ring
tengentid displacemmt
radisl tiisplacemnt
.
rutation
force acting in axisl direction
vertical shear force acting on rigid ring
coefficients used in calculation of forces and moments
caused by sheer flaw existing in panel
vertical downward translaticm of rigid.ring
rutation of rigid ring in Its own plane
axial displmemnt
rotation of rigid ring about its horizontal di-ter
.
SI!ATEMENI’OF PROBLEM AND ASSUMPTIONS
The three cylinders for which calculations were csrried ovt are
shown in figwre 1. They are Cylinders 35, 39, and M of the present
series end are described in reference 8. A nuniberof structural changes
wezm e,ssumd for the pwqose of calculations in order to decrease the
work required for the eolutim of the problem.
Figure 2 shows the three cylinders in theic modified fomms. ti
reelity, Cylinder 35 had 16 stringers, 7 of which were amitted in the
simplified sotup. The cross+ectionsl areas of the stringers eliminated,
however, were distributed eVenly between the adjacent stringers that
were left in the structure. Similarly, two rings WWm omitbed from the
complete porticms of the cylinder and the cro~s section of one was added
to the adjacent ring bordering the cutout and the other to the rigid
end r= of the cylinder. At the sam t- the length of the fIelil
extending from the cutout to the end ring was assured to be 9.6429 inches. -
This field length is 1$ tires the actual ring spacing and thus it is an
intermediate mlue between the true distence from cutout to end ring
and the actual ring spacing. It was noticonsidered advisable to use a .
field length of three t-s the ring spacing in the calculations because
long fields are weak in sheer.
Cylinders 39 and kO were built with only eight stringers. Conse–
quently; changes in the structural arrangement were assumed only in comec-
tion with the rings. The changes were of the same nature as in the case of
Cylinder 35.
As in previous work, the bending and torsionsl rigidities of the
stringers were disregarded. The rtngs were considezwd resistant to
benMng in their own plane but weak in bending out of their plsme as
well as in torsicm. The extensional and sheexing rigidities of the rings
were considered. The sheet panels were assured to resist shear only, and
the shear stresses were assumed to be distributed unifornil.y.The resist-
ance of the sheet to extension end compression was tebn a~roximately
into account by add3ng an effective width of sheet to the stringers. In
the present calculations the total width of the sheet was considered
effective, since the stresses were calculated for small loads when the
sheet is in a nonbw~ed state. An effective width of sheet equsl to
the width of the ring was added to the ring when tts cross+ectionsl
properties were calculated. Because of these assumptions only the three
displace?mzt c~onents as well.as the rotation component about an -S .
_el to the sxis of the cylinder need be taken tnto consideration.
Rotatians about the tangential end radial -s ere not resisted by either
the strfnger or the ring.
Ths vertical plane of a transverse section through the middle of
the cylinder was rexd as a fixed reference plene relative to which
the rigtd end rings em tilted - and even twisted because of the
asynmtric cutout - when the pure bending mcmmnts sm applied to the
end rings. The operations tables were set up for mily one-quarter of
the cylinder because ths displaoe=nts in the four quarters are related
by aynwtry.
SETTING UP AND SOL- THE OPERATIONS TABLES
A schematic arrsnge=nt showing the four qUEdrants of the operaticms
tables for sJ2 three cylinders is given in table 1. As a rule, each
entry in the operations tables (see, for instance, quadrant A, table 2)
represents the magnitude end the sign of the generalized force, indicated
at the left end of the row in which it appe=s, caused by the generalizedunit
displacemmt indicated at the top of the colmn. A @neralized displace-
ment is a Uspbce?mmt of the structure at a point in one of the directions ,
of the sxes, a rotation about one of these -s, or any conibinationof
displacements and rotatims of the structure at a group of points. A
generalized force corresponding to a generalized displacement is the
quantity - force, momnt, or grow of forces and momnts - that gives
the work done during the generalized displacemmt when m~tiplied by the
generelizea displacemmt. As was mmt ioned mder WU!EMWC CIFPRmLEM
6AND ASSUMPTIONS, the structure is considered to & rigfdly clampd as
regatis every other generalized dlsplacemmt when the effect of any one
generalized unit displacemmt Is sought.
Tliegeneralized forces in a reinforced monocoque cylinder caused
by generalized unit displaommmts can be calculated when the solution
of the so+alled f~panel problem is kmwn. The solution was given
in reference 6. It is given in a slightly more convenient form h
f@ures 3 to 6 of the present paper. These fi~s shuw the forces and
momnts at each of the nine corner points that are caused by generalized
unit dlsplacemmts of the middle point. The expressicms are given in a
form stitable for calculations even when each stringer and ring segmnt
has a different but constant section and each panel a different but
constant thickness. When a panel is in a buc~ed state, a reduced value
should be used for its effective shear modulus Geff. Wn a panel is
absent, its shear modulus, or thickness, should be put equal to zero.
The values of the shear flow-force coefficients ~, ~, and ~ as
well as those of the influence coefficients t-t, $+, En, $%, . . .,
must be obtained from reference 5.
Figuzws 7 to 10 give the solution of the fo~ 1 problem for
the case in which the curvature is opposite to that shown in the
preceding four figures. The ceZculations with which this report deals
indicated the desirabilityy of two such sets of diagrams in order to
reduce the liblihood of n-ricsl errors and errors of si~ in the
operations tables.
Because of the s-try of both the structure end the loading with
respect to the plane of a transverse section through the middle of the
cylinder, dlsplaoemmts of correspending points must be the sam on
rings A and At, B and B*, and C and Ct. (See fig. 2.) More-
over, the losxlingis antisptric with respect to the horizontal plane
containing the axis of the cylinder. Hence, displacemmts of corre-
sponding potitO on stringers 1 and 1t, 2 end 28, and SO forth, llmstbe
antisynmetric. Their absolute magnitudes are equal end their signs can
be detemined from the following rules, which tsXe care of the pectiLhri-
ties of the sign ccnxventionsadopted: axial and radial displacemnts
ere of opposite sign, tangential displacements and rotations are of the
sam sign on the upper and lower halves of the cylinder. These s-try
considerations permit a reduction in the numiberof displacenmnt quanti-
ties to be entered in the operations tables. Of the total of
4 x ~ = 192 possible generalized basic displacements in the case of
Cylinder 39, a total of 108 could be omitted outright; 36 more dis-
placements were considered only indirectly, as is shown by mans of
the folkwing two typical examples.
When point B4 - the point of intersection of ring B with stringer k -
is moved in the positive axial direction, point B4* must be moved the
same distance in the negative @al direction because of the entisymmtry.
-.
.
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This combination of displacements causes twice as much shear strain in
ths panel bounded by rings A and B and stringers $ and k’ &s wcmld be
caused by the displacement of point Bk @.-_. .CWseq@ntly, ‘t~ forces
and moments appearing because of the she~ at points A4 and B4 will be
doubled.
When point B4 is moved.in the positive tangential direction, point B41
@so must be moved the s- distence in the tangential direction. Conee–
quently, the shear strain in the panel bounded by rings A and B and
stringers k and kt is again sub@cte& to the double amount of shear
strain just as in the case discussed previously. Moreover, segmnt 4-4t
of ring B is rotated but not shortened, whereas in the case of a t-
gentiel motion of point 34 alone a shortening sl,sowould take place.
Consequently, 48 independent displacemmt quantlties remain to be entered
in the operations table~. This number is further reduced because of the
end conditions. fi the experiment the end rings were heavy end were
rigidly attachOd to heavy end plates. For this reason, in the theory
the end rhgs were assumwi perfectly rigid snd points on the end rings
were permitted to participate only in rigid body displaoemnts. Thus
k X k = 16 further individual generalized displacenwnts am eliminated;
and three rigid+ody dieplacenmts sre introduced - namly, a rotation m
about the horizontal diemter, a rotation e about the da of the cylinder,
and a vertical translation q of the end ring. Eence 35 unlmown quanti-
ties remain.
When the pure bending mamnt is applied to the rigid end plate, ths
distribution of the forces to the stringers is not known. Obviously, it
cannot he ass-d according to the customary line= law because of the
cutout in the structure. For this reason a rotation m of the end ring
was specified rather than a bending momsnt, end the corresponding bending
m~nt was calculated only sfter the forces in the stringers were determined
from the operations table. Hence, the forces and momnts corresponding
in the operations tables to the specified rigid body displacemmt m were
lmown q.uantities and had to be considered as the load terms in the equa-
tions. Ttiy are given in the last column of quadrents B snd D of table 2.
It yin be noted that the last two ruws in the operations tables are
denoted (1/2)Y (on+hdf the vertical shear force act- upon the end ring)
and (1/2)(Q/r) (one~f the torque acting upon the end ring divided by
the radius). This choice of the quantities to be entered fi the la& -
two rows results in a symmtric operations table.
The linear equatIons represented by the operations‘tableswere then
solved by a slightly modified version of Croutts mthod. In other words,
the set of 34 displace~nt quantities causing forces and mommts at qll
the points equel and opposite to those given in the last column of the
oprations tables (which ere due to the specified rotation m) was
determined. These forces aniimoments listed in the last column are
designated RHS to indicate right-bend-side mmibers. It should be noted
that two of the displacemmt qumtities listed are the remaining two
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(unlmown) rigid body dispkcements e snd q of the end ring. The
generalized force correspcmding to e is a torqw, that corr6spmding
to ~, a vertical shear force. Obviously, these two generalized
.
displace~nts must be so chosen as to yield zero ~nerallzed forces when
the external load applied to the cylinder is a pure bending moment.
These two requirements are represented by the”last two rows of the opera-
tions tables.
Similar considerations cen be advanced in the case of the other two
oylhders. The operaticms table of Cylinder 40 having the 135° cutout
differs from table 2 only in quadrent D. This quadrsnt is given in table 3.
In the case of Cylinder 35 all four quadrants a’s different. They are
uadrsnt A of table 4 the columns of the tangentialshown in table 4. In q
displacement and the rotation of point B1 correspond to two units each
rather than to one. The doubling of these mov~mmts was undertaken in
order to maintain the symmetry of the operations tables in spite of the
assumptions ?wgez’dingthe simultaneous movemnts of points on the two
sf&s of the horizontal plane of symmetry of the cylinder.
APPROXIMATE TBEORY
Because of the great eamuut of work required for the solution of
stress problems by the nmwrical ~thod discussed, the possibility of
using en approximate theory was investigated. The approxhnation amounted
to neglecting all influences except that of t% @al displace?mnts.
Physically the structure correspond- to the approxhate theory would
.
have rigid rings. Moreover, these rings would have to be supported in
their own plsne to provide reactions,.since the shear forces and the
torque acting won the rings are not canceled in the
tions.
The operations tables of the approximate theory
those portims of the o~rations tables (tables 2 to
only axiel forces and displacements.
E@SIH?PATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESOIE%3
The displacements calculated for a.rotation u.)
amounting to 1 X 10_4 radian em presented h tables
approximate cslcul.a-
sre identical with
4) that involve
of the end ring
5 to 7. The dist-
ortions-”f the rings correspondi~ to an applied benil.ngmomnt
of 20,000 inch-pounds are shown in fi~s 11 to 14.
The @al strains calculated from the displacemmts exe plotted
.
in figures 15 to 20, which slso contain e~rimmtel results taken
frti reference 8 as well as calculated velues corresponding to the
approximate theory. The agreem3nt between theory and experimmt is
,
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satisfactory. The approximate.theory is slso in reasonable agree~nt with
experiment in the complete portions of the cylinders. In the cutout
portions the values calculated by the approximate theory ere even 81ightly-
closer to the experimental points then the vslues obtained from the complete
theory. The displacements calculated by the approxhate theory sre listed
in table 8.
Figures 21 snd 22 show the shear stresses in the sheet of the complete
portions of the cylinders and the meximum bending stresses in the rings
bordering the cutout . The absolute veluee of these stresses ere very
small. Moreover, they decrease in an oscillatory manner frcm the region
of the neutral axis of the c~Hnder on the cutout side toward ths neutral-
axis location on the opposite side.
The bending mmmnt required to ,causea rotation of 1 X 10A radian
of the rigid end ring with respect to the t~verse plane of symmetry
is 507’5.45, 7845.90, snd 4511.04 inch-pomds b the case of the
cylinders havtng 45°, 90°, snd 135° cutouts, respectively. It should
~ remmbered t~t
was different from
the co~truction of the cylinder tith the 90° cutout
that of the other two.
CONCLUSIONS
During the course of the calculation of the stresses
forced mon;coque cylinders with side cutout, csrried oti
a numricsl procedure developed in part IV in the present
investigations, the following principal observations were
1. The problem csn be stated mathematically by =ans
in three rei-
by mans of
series of
made:
of a set of
simultaneous linesr equations represented by the operations tables snd
the etiezmal loads. The operations tables csn %e set up without d3.ffi-
culty if use is made of the solutions of the fo~snel problem cok
tained in the present report, together with the coefficients presented
in the tables and graphs given in NACA TN No. .ggg.
.
2. The equations can be solved by Crotits uthcd at the.rate of
approximately 2 hours for each mlamwn qusntity. This est-te does
not allow for errors.
3. The calculated values of the normal strain fn the str5ngers
were in satisfactory agreenxmt with the strains measured in the
e~riments of part IV of the present
4. The sheer stress in the sheet
rings were found to be very smsll.
series of inveatigations.
snd the bend3ng stress in @
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5. An approximate mthod whfch considers only the axial dlsplace-
nmnts and thus does not satisfy ell the equilibrium conditione gave
results reasonably close to those obtained by the complete mthod.
Polytechnic tititute of Brooldyn
Broold_ynN. Y., July 3, 1946
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T4B1215.- XMFUK?21ONSMID RUl!ATIOl?SFOR
c~ WrI’H450 Cmom
[M= X75.45 ti.-lb; v = 0.934679;
er = 4.182954; unit for values
is 1 X 10+ in. or radl-]
Ring A R@ B Ring C
Stringer 1s
k a. 382683 4.!2u436
u .6@577 .Oooggg
v l 35W33 .000110
450 ~~tc)~t
w -.018295 -.013137
Stringer 1
E .382683 .zu436 0.070479
u .680577 l -99 -.145643.
T -* 357683 -.000110 -. 050~87
w -.018295 -.013137 -.012965
Stringer 2
k .923880 l 46202
1
.154009
u .174729 -.08623 -.176519
v -.863531 -. 2327kh -. 02k713
w -.018295 -.028647 -.013301
Stringer 3
E .923EW) .461874 .133958
u -.540637 -.269938 -.1836k6
T -.863531 -.185258 .002972
w -.018295 -.olo8g2 -.016637
*ringer 4
k .382683 .191394 .063798
u -1. 0464& -.376640 -. l~m
v -.357683 -.086306 .oo305k
w -.018295 -.020508 -.018817
3tringer 4’
\ -.382683 -.191394 -.063798
u -1.046485 -.376640 -.179948
v l 357683 .086306 -.003054
w -.018295 -.020508 -.018817
.
4
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19
6.-DEFLKXTONSAND R-ONS FOR
.
.
.
cYLnmERWmH gooCmrom
[M = 7845.90 in.-lb; q = 0.877023;
er . 0.MW525; tit for vehss
Is 1 x 10-3in. or raUaEj
Ring A Ring B Ring C
Stringer 28
E 4.p7107 4: ~6g
ub .74W74
v .620149 -.139502
w .012853 -.081652
Strhger 1 90° cutout
E o 0
u 1.005548 .133452
P o 0
w .012853 .123108
Stringer2
E .707107 .443778 0.147921
u .748674 .316729
-:g-ol;:
.3~281
T .139502 -.614729
w -.0&652 .og5219
Stringpr3
E .g238& .462609 .154210
u .464147 .275678 .2032~
v -:8131 -.32~~
-::ZK%3
w -.055k75
Stringer4
E .923880 .461645 .153875
u -.207097 .034594 .128796
T -.th0264 -.088k12 .092635
w .0Y2853 .057352 .032331
Stringer5
E .3826a3 .191577 .063867
u -.681739 -.003785 .18g788
T
-::g&y -.088206 .020932
w
.-3 .oo6ti7
Stringer58
E -.382683 -.191577 -.063867
u -.681439 -.003785 .18g@8
T
.335622
-.-32
w
.012853 :%% .006447
NATIONAL ADVISORY
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.
TABLE 7.-IIEFLEO’1’IONSMtO RCWA!PIONSFOR ‘
CILINDERWD?H 1350 Curom
[M= 4>Li.04 in.dbj q = 0.780683;
Or E -0.02370;@t for VEiLW36
is 1 X 10-3in. or radiaEJ
FRing A& -0.923880u .275052v .721257w -.002370 Ring B Ring CStringer 2* -0.511401.142873.276732-.093973 l
Stringsr 1*
-*382683
.697557
.298752
-.002370
-. 38U.88
-.@5065
-.652765
I
135° cutout
.045670
I
.38KM!8
-.095065
.652765
.0456P
Stringar 2
.~llkcn
.142873
-.276732
-*093973
0.170466
.057603
-.099144
.025017
.923880
.275~2
-.~257
-e002370
Stringer3
.923884)
-.322452
-.721257
-.002370
.461519
-.o~rl.
-.035912
.0547’62
.153841
.043337
.061874
.022328
Stringer4
.382683
-.744957
-.298752
-.002370
.191637
-.06n97
-.04947
-.015939
.063876
.120387
.0883&
-.oo3614
Stringer4*
E.
-.382683
u -:74.4V;
v
w 370
-.191637
-:06;;5;
-.015939
-,063876
.120387
-.088380
-.003614
stringer3w
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TKWX 8.- AXIAL DEF13CJ?IOITSFCR A3?EROKW4TE soIDIZo?YS
~~it for vslues is 1 x 1~3 WI
Angle of *rar -A “ AverageRing B Ringccutout moment(fi.-lb)
1 0.382683 0.206436 0.071k79
2 l g2388a .432027 .o14200g
45°
3 *923880 .431874 .WC@
4 .382683 .179394 .o*~g8
M(in.-lb) 5392 4788 k696 4959
1 0 0 0
2 l 707107 .426278 .143121
3 .923880 .450609 .149910
90°
4 .923880 l443144 .lk6275
5 .382683 .183577 .060567
M(in+-lb)
~55 ‘@5 7533 7758
1 .382683 .34118a ----
2 .923880 .484401 .160466
135°
3 .92388Q .433019 .142341
4 .382683 .179637 .059176
M(in.-lb) 4875 k272 4206 4451
NATIONAL ADVISORY
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STRINGER SECTION
24S-T aluminum al Ioy
24 S-T Alclad sheet
THICKNESS = 0.012”
—-— .
Il@ure 1.- Actual
Center line of strain gages
monoccque cylinders. (Describedinreference8.)
‘~ .,/’%$?
Ea-ar’ ““
FULL SECTION
FULL SECTION
.
CUT SfCTION
cUT SECTION
0234
Fif3UH 2.- Mdfkd monocoque cylhders.
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Figure 3.- Effect of unitMel displacemmt of F. Forces ad mm&ti akq On~m~.~,
rm~; ~=~. Z
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RJ- - @ A)=
NJ- - (q + fQ K
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Figure !3.- Effect of untt radbl displacement ef F. Forces api moments acting on conefxe!nts.
r . ~; A.=
e.
J
Figure 6.- Effect of mittrdation of F. Forces ad momenb acting on.cormtib. r. $$ A. ~.
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Wwre 7.- Effsct Of tit tial c?fspkcement of F. FOrC~ and momenti ac~ On~om~.~.
r=~; fI=SZ# . @rvatu.re opposlb that tn figs. S to 8.)
‘m
1 \
7Qt,,\
\ !.. –,— .
\
J WTT’EE FORAERONAUTICS
FYgure EI. - EHect of cmtttengenti dfspl~ment of P. Forcw d momenb ect@ on CODSh~&.
r.~; *=GtL
~. (c~vattm omcsite that in figs. 3 to 6.)
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ORIGINAL SHAPE
/
— 45° CUTOUT
-—— — 135° CUTOUT
Figure lL- Defkcted shspe of full Mugs in thefr cwn planes.
00° CUTOUT
2!
Fi3ura 12.- Defle+edshspe of fullrhginite ownplaw. zm
m
b . ,
b , , .
“
m &
NATmNAA. AD4WORY
SOMUTTSE FOR AEIWANTIC5
ORIGINAL StlAPEl
45 “ CwrOu-r
———— 135”culwT
Figure 13.- Dsflectsd Shsps of cut rings In tllsir own plsna9.
~
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A
m 14.- Deflected shspe of cutringfnlts awn plsne.
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-------- APPROXIMATE THE~
2 \ —__ ‘ COMPLETE THEORY
-. EXPERIMENT (reference 8)
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-. I b
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10- Iunw 4VU18QM
—u m NRO!lALmOs
o + A .6 .8 10 L2 1$ M 18 20 S1 RAIN . 0“
Flgwe 17.- Comwlmn of normal stmfn. Full sectbm, 8 sh’lngem, 185° cutcwt, M = Z0,C03 idb.
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-----–L- APPROXIMATE THEORY”
—-— COMPLETE THEORY
~
EXPERIMENT (reference 8)
I I I
F&, mqJTW “x
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GOwllu m —TICS
o .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
c = 104
—
m 18.- Camwrfean of varkdcm of mrmal stmim Cutout .wcttq 8 skmgemt, 45° cutmk M= ZO,OW lmlb.
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m.gure 19.- Compar&on of vsrlation of norms.1strsfn. Cutoutsecttnn, 16stringers,
C@ cutout, M = 20,000In:lb.
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‘–-––– APPROXIMATE THEORY
— –— COMPLETE THEORY
EXPERIMENT (reference 8)
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EDGE OF “cUrw -~
.
0 .4 ,8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
E = IO*
Figure 20. - Compsrlson of vsriatlon of normal strsfn. Cutoutsection, 8 atrlngers,
1S5° cubut, M = 20,000 in:lb.
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Figure 21. - Aversge she= stress distribution in hdl sections. M = 20,000 in-lb. -*J41W ?
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